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Abstract. By extending the axiom system for equaiities between rational (or recognizable) sets 
by Salomaa, we introduce an axiom system for equalit;z=, between rational K-subsets (sets 
recognized by finite state automata with multiplicity in semlilr , K). The system is consistent and if 
K is a field i? is complete; that is, all and only equalities between rational K-subsets are derivable in 
the system. 
1. Introduction 
The study of rational (or recognizable) sets with multiplicity was originated 
by Schutzenberger [3] primarily to investigate the sets recognized by finite 
state automata together with the number of ways by which each word is 
recognized. 
In [l], the notion is generalized to the case where multiplicity is not 
necessarily using integers but elements of a semiring K, introducing the concept of 
rational (or recognizable) K-subsets, and in connection with K-automata (finite 
state automata with multiplicity in semiring K) a theory of rational K-subsets 
is fully developed. 
In this paper we show that the set of true equalities between rational K-subsets 
is axiomatizable, providing K is a field: We present a sound axiom system F 
for equalities of rational K-subsets, which is similar in principle to the axiom 
system Fl by Salomaa [2] for equalities of rational sets, and prove that the system F 
is complete if K is a field (or even under a weaker condition that K is a principal 
ideal domain). 
In Section 2 we give some basic notions and their properties. In Section 3 the 
axiom system F is presented together with the proof of its consistency, while in 
Section 4 its completeness i proved. 
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2. Prebharies 
Definition 1. A semiring K is a set equipped with two operations; addition and 
multiplication. With respect o addition, K is a commutative s migroup with 0 as the 
unit element. With respect to multiplication, K is a semigroup with 1 as the unit 
element. The two structures are connected by rules x(y + z) = xy +xz, (X + y)z = 
xz + yz, and x0 = 0 = Ox (for Vx, y, z E K). 
Definition 2. Let K be a non-trivial commutative semiring (i.e., 0 # 1 and xy = yx) 
and Y be an arbitrary set. A function A : Y + K is called a K-srthet of Y. The value 
of A at w E Y is called the multiplicity of w in the K-subset A and denoted by WA. 
The symbol (r, denotes the K-subset whose values are all 0 (i.e., H?C$ = 0 for VW E Y). 
For each w E Y the K-subset A such that 
yA= 
1, ify=w, 
0, otherwise 
is called a singleton of Y, and is denoted by w. 
Definition 3. Let A, B be K-subsets of Y and k be any element of K. 
(1) The addition A + B is defined by 
w(A+B)=wA+wB forVwE Y. 
We use C-notation for finite sums of K-subsets, i.e., for any finitely indexed family 
(Ai: i E I) of K-subsets, 
=C(wAi) forVwEY. 
ieI 
When I is empty, Cier Ai = t$ and Ciel( WAi) = 0. 
(2) The multiplication kA is defined by 
w(kA) = k(wA) for Vw E Y. 
Definition 4. A semigroup S is said to be locally finite if each s E S admits only a 
finite number of factorizations  = sl l l 9 sn (sl, . . . , s,, E S). 
The following two operations are well-defined if a semigroup S is locally finite (or 
K is a ‘complete’ semiring, cf., [ 1:). 
efinition 5. Let A, B be K-subsets of a locally finite semigroup S. 
(3) The convolution AB is defined by 
w(AB) = “t (yA)kW, 
yz=w 
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where the sum is taken for all factorizations of IV. If there is no factorization of w, then 
the right-hand side means 0. 
(4) For each positive integer n, A” is defined recursively as 
A* = A, A”+’ = AnA, 
and the iteration A’ is defined by 
A+= C An. 
1Qn 
These four types of operations (addition, multiplication, convolution, and itera- 
tion) will be called rational operations. 
Definition 6. Any K-subset of S obtained from singletons by means of a finite 
number of applications of rational operations is called rational. The class of all 
rational K-subsets of a locally finite semigroup S is denoted by Rat&. 
We study in the sequel Rat&, where K is a non-trivial commutative semiring and 
S is a free semigroup X’ generated by a finite set X of letters, which in fact is locally 
finite. 
The following equalities are direct consequences ot: the definitions. 
Proposition 1. Let A, B, C be K-subsets of X’ and k, k’ bz zkrrzents of K. Then the 
following equalities hold : 
(1) A+B=B+A, 
(2) (A+B)+C=A+(B+C), 
(3) A(BC) = (AB)C, 
(4) A(B+C)=AB+AC, 
(5) (A+B)C=AC+BC, 
(6) A”=A+AA+, 
(7) OA=d), 
(8) lA=A, 
(9) (k -t- k’)A = kA + k’A, 
(10) k(k’A) = (kk’)A, 
(11) k(A+B)=kA+kB, 
(12) (kA)B = k(AB), 
(13) A(kB) = k(AB). 
Proposition 2. Let A, B be K-subsets of X’ and Y be an unknown K-subset of X+. 
Then the equation 
Y-AYsB (1) 
has a unique solution 
Y=A+B+B. (2) 
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Proof. By Proposition 1, 
P,+B+B=(A+AA+)B+B=A(A+B+B)+B. 
Thus the K-subset A’B + B is indeed a solution of (1). To see the uniqueness, 
suppose Y and 2 are solutions of (1); that is, 
sY =s(AY)+sB = c (uA)(vY)+sB, 
uc=s 
(3) 
sZ=s(AZ)+sB= 1 (uA)(uZ)+sB 
UL’=S 
for each s E X’. Then we can show by induction on the length s # of s that 
SY = sZ (S E X’) as follows: If s # = 1 (i.e., if s is a letter), then there is no 
factorization of s and s(A Y) = s(AZ) = 0. Therefore from (3) we have SY = SB = sZ. 
If s # > 1, by inductive hypothesis we obtain 
sY= C (uA)(uY)+sB= 1 (uA)(uZ)+sB=~Z 
ul! = s UC =s 
because in any factorization uu = s in X’ u # must be less than s # . 
3. Rational K-expressions and the axiom system F 
Let K be a non-trivial commutative semiring and X = {,~i, . . . , x,}. 
Definition 7. A rational K-expression over X is either 
(1) 4, 
(2) an element x of X, or 
(3) (f+ p), (kf’), (.k), or (f’) 
where f and g are rational K-expressions over X and k is an element of K. 
Thus rational K-expressions are strings over X U K U (4, +, +, ( . )). We assume 
the priority of operators in (3) being increasing from left to right, and parentheses are 
omitted when unnecessary. Also [ , 1, { , ) are sometimes used instead of ( and ) to 
simplify reading. 
We use abbreviations f*g and fg* for rational K-expressions f+g + g and fg+ +A 
respectively. I f 
Definition 8. With each rational K-exp=r* c’rk,JSion f over X we associate an element Ifi 
of RatKX’, called the rational K-subset repmented by f as follows: 
(1) wl4lz=OforVwEX+, 
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(2) if x is a letter in X, then for VW E X’ 
wlxl { 
1, ifw=x, = 
0, otherwise, 
0) Ml = WI, IV+ al = VI + It!49 
Nfs)l = lfllgl9 kf’)l = VI’* 
Notation 1. I= f = g stands for IfI = 191. f = g means that f and g are identical rational 
K-expressions; i.e., f and g contain the same symbols in the same order. 
Definition 9. (Axiom system F). The well-formed formulas of the axiom system F 
are f = g, where f and g are rational K-expressions. There are thirteen axiom 
schemes Al-A13, and two inference rules Rl and R2. 
Al: f+g=g+f, 
A2: (f+g)+h =f+(g+h), 
A3: f(gh) = (fg)h, 
A4: f(g+h)-fg+fh, 
A5: (f +g)lt =f?r +gh, 
A6: f+=f+ff+, 
A7: Of - 6, 
AS: lf=f, 
A9: (k+k’)f=kf+k’f, 
AlO: k(k’f) = (kk’)f, 
All: k(f+g)= kf+kg, 
A12: (kf)g = k(fg), 
A13: f&g) = k(fg), 
where h g, h are rationlal K-expressions and k, k’ are elements of K. 
Rl (Substitution): If + f = g (i.e., f = g is provable) and I- t = u, then t-- t[ f + g] = 
~4, where f, g, 1, 14 are rational K-expressions and the notation t[f+ g] means the 
result of replacing an occurrence of f in t by g. 
R2 (Solution of equations): If +f ‘= af+ t, then +f = g*f- 
Remark 1. The independence of the axioms has not been studied. 
Theorem 1. The axiom system F is consistent. I.e., all provable equations are valid. 
Procaf. The validity of the axioms Al-Al3 is immediate from Proposition 1. It is 
obvious that the rule Rl preserves validity, and Proposition 2 assures that the rule R2 
also preserves it. 
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Lemma 1. The following are derived rules of inference, where f, g, t, u are rational 
K-expressions. 
R3: t--f=f. 
R4: If t-f=g, then t-g=f. 
RS: Ift-f=gandt- g=t,thenkf=t. 
R6: If t-f=gand t-t=u, then t-t=u[f+g]. 
Proof. From A8 k lf =f, hence we get + lf[lf+f]=f by Rl. Since lfClf+f]=f, 
R3 is proved. R4-R6 are easy consequences of Rl and R3. 
In the sequel, we will use the substitution rule Rl and the derived rules R3-R6 
without mentioning. 
Notation 2. The axiom A2 asserts that there is no essential difference between 
(f+ g) + t and f + (g + t). So we write f + g + t for both. The same applies to fgt. In 
general we will omit parentheses if it causes no essential ambiguity. Moreover, 
because of Al and A2 we can use x-notation for finite sums of rational K- 
expressions without ambiguity. When the index set I is empty, && stands for the 
rational K-expression 4. 
Notation 3. We introduce matrix and vector notations for rational K-expressions. 
For example, let f be a rational K-expression, 1M = (ktj) and F = (fi) be an n X .PN 
matrix over K and an m -ary column vector of rational K-expressions, respectively. 
Then A@ = (xlsjsm kijfi) which is an n-ary vector of rational K-expressions, 
fF = (ffi), and Ff = (fif). For two n-ary column vectors F, G of rational K- 
expressions, the notation + F = G means that I-fi: = gi holds for each i = 1,2, . . . ,c2, 
where f;: and gi are the ith component of F and G, respectively. 
We list below some fundamental provable equations. The proofs are easy enough 
to be omitted. 
Lemma 2. 
Ll: k-f+4=f,t++f=& 
L2: t+f=+, t-ff#b=c#b, 
L3: t-qbf*=cp, t-f”@=& 
L4: I- g(Cifi)=Ci(gfi),+(Cif;:)g =Ci(fig), 
Ls: +Ci (fi+gi)=Cifi+Cigi, 
L6: + g*(Cifi) =Ci (g*fi), I- (&fi)g* =Ci (fig”), 
L7: + Ci Cjfij=xjCifi:i, 
~3: t- Cifi =fb+Ci+i,-, fit 
L9: +Cikfi=kxifi, 
LIO: r-F+G=G+F,k-(F+G)+H=F+(G+H), 
Lll: +f(CiE)=Ci (fF,),+(&E)f=& (fif), 
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L12: + (Ci Mi)F =& (Mp), t- M(Af’F) = (MM’)F, 
L13: + M(&E)=Ci (ME), 
L14: I- (MF)f= M(Ff), I-f(MF) = M(fF), 
L15: +OF=@, 
L16: t-F+@=F, wP+F=F, 
where f, g, f;:, g;, f; are rational K-expressions, F, G, H, Fi are vectors over rational 
K-expressions, M, ‘, A$ are matrices over K, 0 is the zero matrix over K, and Qz is the 
vector whose components are all 4. Note that fg* and g*f are abbreviations for rational 
K-expressions f + fg’ and f + g+f, respectively. 
Because of LlO, we can use C-rotation for finite sums of vectors over rational 
K-expressions. Also, in general we will omit parentheses if it causes no essential 
ambiguity. (E.g., we write MM’F for (MM’)F and M(M’F), because of L12.) 
4. Completeness of the system F 
Definition 10. We define the height f0 of the rational M-expression f recursively as 
follows: 
(I) @=I, 
(2) Xi6 = 1 for i = 1,2, . . . v r, 
(3) (kf)e =f@, (f +g)e =fe+ge, 
(f&e =f@+ge, (f+)@ =f@* 
Intuitively, ;$Y is the number of symbols in X or C$ which are used to construct he 
rational K-expression f. 
Definition 11. A rational K-expression f is said to be equationally characterized if 
there exist an (f@)-ary column vector R over rational K-expressions, an (fe) x (f@) 
matrix Mi over K and an (fe)-ary column vector Ti over K for each xi E X, and an 
(f@)-ary row vector I over K, such that 
r-IR=f 
and 
Every rational K-expression is equationally characterized. 
Proof. We prove it by induction on the construction of rational K-expressions0 
(Definition 7). 
(1) f =&. We set 
RGC#B, I=O, Mi=O and Ti=O foreachlsisr. 
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(2) f = xi for some j. Let 
Rrxi, I=l, M,=O and Tic 
1, if i = j, 
0, otherwise 
for each 1 c i s r. Then 
t- IR = lf (by definition) 
and 
=f (by A@ 
I- C [xi{MiR} + KXi] = pi (by LS, definition, A13, 
All, L9, A7, A8 and Ll). 
Assume that the rational K-expression t is equationally characterized by means of 
R’, M:, T:, I’, and so is the rational K-expression u using R”, My, Ty, I”. 
(3) If f = kt, we set 
R=R’, I=kI’, Mi=M: and Ti=T: 
for each 1 s i s r. Then 
t-IR = kI’R’ (by definition) 
= kt (=f). 
The second statement 
I-- x [Xi{MiR} + 7$i] = R 
is clear. 
If ,f= t + u, we set 
I = (I’ I”), Mi =(z’ i,$ and r=(c,$ 
for each 1 s i s r. Then 
t- IR = I’R’ + I”R” (by definition) 
and 
=t+u (=f,, 
= ,“: (=R). 
( ) 
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If f = tu, we set 
RS I = (I’ O), 
for each 1 s i 6 r. Then 
I- IR = I’R’u (by definition, LlS and Ll6) 
and 
= tu (=f), 
F- C [Xi(MJ?}+ Tixi]= 
M; R’u + .;I”,” 
= 
M’III’ ) +( ;‘tjxi] ‘;;$zj 
Ci ([xi{M!R’)+ TkiIu) = (by L12, L15, L16, 
xi [xi{M’,‘R”} + Tyx.1 > L14 and Lll) 
= “,‘; (=R) (byLl1). ( ) 
Iff=t+,weset 
R = R’t*, I=I’, Mi=T:I’+M: and rl;.=T: 
for each 1 s i s r. Then 
I- IR = I’R’t* (by definition) 
= tt” (by LW 
and 
= t+ (=f) (by/W, 
z C [xi{ T:I’R’l* + M:R’t*} + T:xi] (by defitlition and L12) 
=R’t’+R’ (byL10,LllandLS) 
zR’t* (GR). 
This proves Theorem 2. 
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Remark 2. What we just proved is a restatement of Kleene’s Theorem [ 1, Theorem 
VII 5.13 which says that for each rational K-expression f there exists a K-automaton 
to recognize the K-subset Ifl. 
Lemma 3. Let f be a rational K-expression, ki be an element of K, and fi be a rational 
K-expression for each 1 s i 6 r. If 
t- 1 (xifi + kixi) = f and b f = 4, 
thenki=Oand bfi=#fordl lsisr. 
Proof. Since the system F is consistent, 
Then 
Z k, 
for each s, E X ( j = 1.2. . . . , r). But since .I-,@ = 0, k, must bc 0. Hence WC obtain 
To show that /=fi = 4 for all 16 i s r, support that there exists a word u for some fi 
such that t’ Ifr 1 f 0. Then we have 
XjV 
which contradicts (4 j. 
Lemma 4. Suppose 
where fi, gii are rational K-expressions and I is a finite non-empty set. Then we get 
I+ = q3 foreach &I. 
Proof. By induction on the number of elements in I. 
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(1) If the family {fi) consists of only one element f, we have t-f= gf for some 
rational K-expression g. Then we obtain Ff = af+ 4 from Ll. Hence t-f = g * 4 by 
R2, and i-f= 4 from L3. 
(2, If the index set I contains more than one: element, take an element iO of I. Then 
= )L (&,g&,g& ) + x g,,fi (by (5 ) and L4) 
1* 10 I f 10 
= x (glhgz,cOg,, + g,, )f, (by L5 and AS) 
I * h1 
for each i f i,,. By the hypothesis of induction, 
b- I( = d for all i E I - (i& 
Then 
(5) 
= C (R&ogbi) 4 (by (6) and L4) 
I * 10 I 
= 4 (by L2). 
Theorem 3. If K is a field, then k f = t$ implies t-f = t$ for an y rational K-expression f. 
Proof. Suppose /= f = 4. As in Theorem 2, there exist a column vector R of rational 
K-expressions, for each ki E X a matrix Mi and a column vector Ti over K, and a row 
vector I over K such that 
I-IR=f (7) 
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and 
I- c {&(MjR) + TXj} = I?. 
Since F is consistent, I= IR = f and hence l=IR = 4. On the other hand 
+ C {xi(IMiR) + ITiXi} = 
= 
4 
1 {ni(MiR) + Txi} 1 (by L14 and L13) i 
= IR. 
Therefore by Lemma 3, 
+IMiR=& and IT=0 for i = 1,2, . . . , r. 
(8) 
(9) 
Hence 
I- C xj(IMiR) = IR (by (9), A7 and Ll). (10) 
Now we define a row vector I,,, for each word w E X’ recursively as follows: 
for i = 1,2, . . . , r. 
From (8) we have 
+ C {xi(.I,MiR) + I~Kx~} = C {xi(I,.riR) + (lwK)Xi) = I,R, 
i i 
and by applying the same argument as above we can show by induction that 
b IwMiR = 4, IJi = 0, 
and 
t-v C xi(I\v,iR) s IN,R (11) 
for all w E X’. 
Let Vn be the subspace of K” generated by vectors I,v such that w # s N, where 
the notation w # means the length of w. Clearly we have 
Since cikn( V,) a 1 and dim(@) = fe ( 3 1), it follows that V,, = K+I for some 
1 s n ~j’@. This shows that for any word w of length rz + 1 
where k (w, y ) is an element of K. 
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Therefore for any word w of length )I( 2 1) 
kI,.R=C Xi 
i 
[ ( C k(wxi, y)l,)R] 
l~y+an a 
= c [I s ~(wx#, y)xi (by L4, L7 and L4). (13) lSy*Sn i I {I,R}] 
Moreover, if n > 1, then bv (11) we have for any word w of length less than yt 
= c 4(I,R)+ C xi(lyR)* (14) 
16y+~a.y+wx~ lsy*snn,y=wxj 
Since (13) and (14) (or mere (13), if n = 1) establish a system of equations, it follows 
from Lemma 4 that 
+I,,.R=t$ foranywEX+suchthatl~w#~n. 
Especially if we put w = xi, then WxiR = 4 for all 1 s i s r. By definition of Iw and 
t lo), we obtain I-IR = qb and hence I-j = 4 from (7). This proves Theorem 3. 
Corollary 1. The system F .is complete ifK is a field. 
Proof. Suppose that k f = g. Then I= f + ( - l)g = 4 since 
wlf+(--Ngl = tvlfl- wIgI= 0 
for all w E X+. By Theorem 3, 
+f+(-l)g=4 and +f+(-l)g+lg=g. 
On the other hand 
t-f+(-l)g+lg=f (byAlO,AgandLl). 
Therefore t-f = g. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 remain true under the weaker condition that 
K is a principal ideal domain, because in a principal ideal domain a submodule of a 
finitely generated module is finite!y generated and therefore in the proof of Theorem 
3 the submodule U~=o Vn is finitely generated. 
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